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1. Introduction

In recent years much attention has been arrested to low

energy nucleon-antlnucleon interaction. The major problem in

this field is the existence of bound states and resonances in

UN system £ij . There is a good reason to вау that it «as the

prediction of narrow Я8 states and the first experimental ma-

nifestation of this phenomenon that provoked much of the re-

cent theoretical and experimental activity in low energy ЮГ

physics.

Important information on BIT interaction may come from

the investigation of the properties of pp atom (protonium).

la this paper we present a detailed discussion of the proto-

nlam S-states spectrum with strong Interaction taken into

account. The experimental study of the level shifts in pro-

tonium has started only recently but interesting results are

already available [2] .A unique new window on protoniura pro-

perties will be opened with the start of experiments using a

new facility for low energy entiproton experiments (LEAR) at

The organization of our paper Is the following* In Int-

roduction we formulate the problem and present a list of re-

ferences having important bearing on the subject. In Section

2 the problem of S-levele nuclear shifts is discussed with-

in the framework of a simple, model assuming the existence

of such a radius R that strong Interaction may be neglec-

ted for r > R t-id the Conlomb one for г < R . This mo-

del Is applied to the analysis of the experimental data on

the shift of IS-level* The next Section is devoted to the
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establishing the general approach to the problem of nuclear

shifts of protonlna levels based on analytic structure of

«he B-matrix. In Section 4 we develop a general method for

description of a multichannel system energy speotrna. It

enables to find the regions of parameters «here the energy

spectrum of the system Is unstable. We also glre a descrip-

tion of the pp* aton spectrum rearrangement phenomenon*

fills effect has been previously considered in paper [4] using

the one channel model, i.e. neglecting the coupling to the

an channel* In Section 5 *e elucidate on the possible nuc-

lear П state close to threshold*

Che standard estimate for the energy shifts of the ato-

mic 8-levels is

2a, <)

Я'рш Is the pp nuclear scattering length* However, Co.*

(.1*1) is valid only in restricted circumstances when the

nuclear scattering length Qpfi is much smaller than

the pp atom Bohr radius (.It will be clear fros what fol -

lows and also from papers f>.b] that the region of applica-

bility of Bq. (1*1) is rather narrow)• Another essential

point which is overlooked in (1.1) is the isotopic structu-

re of the nuclear interaction* Isovector meson exchanges

mix nn components into the pp wave function. Alterna-

** We use units % в о = 1. The pp atoa Bohr radius is

Ct
e
=I/y*cC ш 57.Ь ха С JU= m

p
/2 ), the Coulomb

bidi f 1S l l i £JUdY^ 125 JVbinding energy of 1S level is



tely speaking, pp interaction in eacb of the two epln eta-

tee le characterised by the two independent scattering length»

- the lsoslnglet one ff
0
 and the iao triplet one GLf . a'be «x-

teneion of Kq. (1.1J to the case of arbitrary value» of tbe

scattering lengths and to multichannel system* are well-known

- see e.g. [b-12j • In particular, in Her. [8] the equation

relating the nuclear shifts of the atomic lerele to the er-

feotlve range expansion of the nuclear amplitude was derived

using the analytic properties of the S-matrlx, whixe in Kef.

(9j the same equation (for single-channel case only) was ob-

tained following the Bethe procedure (1j] . This equation

was applied to pp atom in papers [5,6 J where Its deriva-

tietn was also reproduced (by matching the inside and the out-

side wave functions ae in [10,11J and following the approach

of Bethe). Papers ("5,6] contain also the calculations of the

radiative transitions between the shifted protonium levels

and the discussion of the possible nuolear HN state near

threshold* The problem of the level shifts In protonium with

the isotopic structure of the № interaction taken into ac-

count was considered in £1*И5} making use of a model deve-

loped in [10,11] (see also Section 2 of the present artic-

le)* It might finally be recalled that the energy shifts of

8-levels were also calculated (in one-channel case) by the

numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation with a rea-

listic potential [16 3 > There was also an attempt to estima-

te the shift in a boundary condition model [17j .

The shift of che protonium 1S level was measured in ex-

periment [2] , According to the results of this experiment

• 3.0-Ч- £ 0.06 JceY (1.2)



The shift i.3 positive, i.e. the binding energy is less than

«he pure Couloab one. The data do not allow to determine to

which of the two spin states the measured value of Д E.j <

corresponds ' « *e should remark that the authors of the

experiment [2] consider their result (1.2) ae very prelimina-

ry* Much progress can be expected for pp atom from the ex-

periments which «ill be feasible with the Low Energy Antipro-

ton Ring (LEAR) at CSRH [3] .

2. A Simple Model for the Enerfgy Shifts of pp -

The simplest but meaningful model for the nuclear shift

of proton!urn levels is the following one • We азвияе

that there is a radius R outside of which the strong inte-

raction can be neglected, whereas for г ^ R the Coulomb

interaction can be neglected. Nuclear interaction will be

described in гего-renge approximation. The generalization

of all formulae to the effective range approximation is

straightforward (see [11 J ) and will be presented in Sec-

tion 5 within the framework of a more general model.

The system is described by a column matrix wave func-

tion the first component of which Vfi) refers to pp

channel and the second \Py\ -to nn channel. The dis-

tance between nn and pp threshold is equal to (\ =

• 2(*
2
-m

v
,) к 2.58 MeV. The channel momenta ((,£

* Spin labels will be omitted» All formulae are applicab-
le both for ortho- and para-protonium.

2) In this Section we make use of the methods developed
in papers [10,11] .



Л ~ k•г» connected by the relation Л- ~ k* ~ £/H& * Without

Introducing the assumption of the ieotopio inraria&ce at this

tie* we define the paraneters oi} f andjg a» follows

In the аЪот* п$ and &i are the nuclear •catterlng lengths

eorr*«ponding to isotoplc «pin values ХшО and I«1. Hote that

the aign of the scattering length i s defined according to

Dalits convention, паве'; kctQO*+i/<t in one-ohamel

oaee« Cur ayetee ie characterised by the following S-«atrix

С2.2)



where

-h

С з> 0.57V ie the Suler constant;.

Hence где xocacioos of the poise corresponding to bound

states are gives, by ths equation

In the energy range below the pp threshold it ie convenient

to introduce instead of к л and K-> a new set of variables

%!' and 3? defined by

In the atomic energy range i.e. when ^ ~ £ we have

In terms of V the binding energy of a level in the pp

eystea is given by

IV

In the bound etatoe energy region the quantity K, deri-

ned by J$4* (2.3) becomes



ел

It follows that equation (2*4) becomes

U"
Shore arc three iadependent parameters in Eg.. (2.9),

«С, у and ^5 , or O.
Of
 Ci £ and either r or 4 ,

The measurement of ЛЕ £< gives only one nuKbsr - the va-

lu# of v« corresponding to tne observed position of the

1S lerel* Therefore an additional price is to be paid in огйзг

to gain froB the data on A EJ* some infori&at.ton about

the scattering lengths d
0
 and CL^ • The data on ££>/<

do not «errant a full search tor the scattering length solu-

tion* It will be assumed that the uncoupled (1*е. those that

would exist? if there were no coupling) nucle&r (i.e. with

Couloab corrections suotracted) scattering Icnsfchs in p5

and nn chaanels are equal. One writes

=
 ~

2a
°

a
l
 t

 a
=
-- 'Л , (2.10)

Insertion of which in (2.9) yields



Substituting for V^ from the experimental data on 4£ус?

we find the relation between CLQ and (Z± , i.e. we estab-

lish a constraint on the nuclear scattering lengths (2
0

and U^ . The values of CCQ and <Z^ fitting the data (1.2)

are visualised in fig* 1. The calculations were performed for

R • 3 fa and the results are rather stable with respect to

variations of R , Bach of the scattering lengths &
Q
 and

(Z/ taken separately may take an? desired value, but both

of them can not be email ( <C 4- fm) simultaneously. We note,

in passing, that the neglect of the annihilation does not

compromise the above results in a grave way. The point here

ie that thecorrecfcions to the equation (.2,11) arise only in

the second order of JfUQ/R^Ct • This question will not be

discussed here» however, we plan to take it up at a later ti-

me.

The curve in Fig» 1 consists of the two branches. This

fact corresponds to the general properties of the multichan-

nel systen spectrum; this topic will be discussed in some

detail in Section 4. Here it is appropriate to demonstrate

explicitely that both branches are associated to the pp

atom. The point le that the possibility seems to be opened

that one of the branches describes the pp state with small

admixture of the nn component whereas the other branch cor-

responds to a state in which the rm component dominates.

We shell find the wave function of the system and show that

both branches (with the exception of a narrow region belon-

ging to one of them) describe the pp atom. For r > R the

wave function has the form



•here У ^
3
Щ (

X
) i« WMttaker's function. The coeffi -

ciente СЦ and C
2
 may be round in terete of the residues of the

S-matrix (2.2). For a one-channel system with the short-range

forces the following well-known relation between the residue

of the S-matrix and the normalization constant of the asymp-

totic form of the ware-function holds

A generalization of this relation to the case of potentials

with a Coulomb tail was given in Ref* £18 J , while the cor-

responding equation for aultichazmel systems may be found in

the book [19 j • The proof of a similar result for the multi-

channel system with Coulomb interaction la one of the chan-

nels is straightforward. We hare

г

where the residues are taken with respect to the variable

V • Making use of the egressions (2.2) for the S-aatrix,

we find

where



She expressions on the right-hand side* of (2*14) «re the nor-

malisation oonatants of the corresponding one-channel «are-

-functlone» Therefore the rel&tiTe «eights of the pp and

nit coaponente are giren by

(2.17)

«here Q is defined by (2.1b). In the limit ae Q
2
 — r 0 we

пате a pure pp-etate whereas the case Q —»• oo corrte -

ponde to a pore па-state. We «ill now return to the oa.ee

ot= )f" . Using equation (2.9J we may rewrite the expres-

sion for Q. *a .

12.18)

It Is seen that Q
2
 —• со as /S -* 0 , 1/oC ~* X >

I.e. when (й
о
-й^-*0

?
 G[

O
*Ц£ = CL~*~J(/k. in Fig. 1 the

corresponding point is indicated by an arrow. Howerer,

the region «here Q > 1 is exceedingly narrow. In fact,

Hence, Я 2
 « 1 when

10
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the experimental value (1.2) we hav* ^^pn> 0.9 for

\(lo ~ &l\ > °»2 fin. Also we not* fcliat the quantity

i.Ltl
Z
Л^/Л^\>

Z
 which entere Into Q

2
 characterises

the deviation of the mean radius or ta« atomic state from the

same quantity for a stace in a pore Coulomb field (6J . Por

the atonic levels this deviation is email and rapidly decrea-

ses as \) Increases [6j . ТЬив, turning Ъаск to Pig» 1 we

conclude that only within an exceedingly narrow interval in

the neighborhood of the point indicated by an arrow the ad -

mixture of the nn component is substantial* All the rest

points on both branches correspond to practically pure pp

atomic state (Q
2
<JO).

Model Independent Approach

in this Section we present a more general approach to

the problem of the nuclear shifts of the atomic lerele. In

particular the division of the whole apace into the inner

and the outer regions will be avoided. The equation for the

energy shifts will be given which will not contain the pa-

rameter R • However such an equation may be written only

in terms of the pp hadronic scattering length in the pre-

sence of the Coulomb Interaction. In order to reexprese the

results in terms of the pure nuclear scattering length one

has to introduce ел additional parameter which depends upon

the choice of the nuclear potential [20,21 ] . Thus the two



approaches are equivalent a* far as the number of parameters

ie concerned. Formulae relevant to tola Section has been trea-

ted extensively in the literature» their derivation on the

BQUM Ов*1* Of «JMO^ticitj. of *Ъе S-«atadz шау be f o t m 4 i n

Xu [ 5 ] tiu» following ez^ceeelea, ««я obtained for tbe

two-cbannel atrong interaction aagplitud» in ъъ& pr«»en«e of

the Couloab Interaction (w* consider onljf the cue Ы) while

in 18] an expression valiA for arbitrary С i s siren)

fhe matrix К (£) has onlj left-hand hadronie cuts in the

energy plane. Hear the pp threshold К(£) i* regular

tbe effective range approziiaation is valid {22j

0 stwade for the position o/ &he pp tbreehold,

R 1» the real matrix which is to a good approximation dia-

gonal [22] « k i* a diagonal matrix of the center-of-mace

momenta. The function h(\] is defined by

oa

On the physical out of the pp channel we have

12



Фае bound states spectrum Is defined by the poles of

i.e. by the equation det F~
1
(E) a 0 which yields

In the describe spectrum energy region we hare

Equation (3«5) then becomes

for the levels with high principal quantua number /V

one caa «rite

г
 +Qfo*) . (3.9)

In the opposite extreme when the binding energy is large

( V ^< 1 ) Ф(^) satisfies

Л J

Conparison of (2.9) with C3«8) (with /Г^ / taken ae cons-

tants) yields the following relations between the two set*

of parameters



2 Д

К -
 L

KM- 7 •
fhe relation between ft-ц в

11
* VoC is in line witb the

well-known Schwinger'e equation ̂ 20,21,6j ,

it is helpful to hare the expressions for the normalisa-

tion constants of the wave-function in terms of the elenects

of the matrix К . Recalling (2.13) we easily obtain

=
 ( ;

We will now obtain froa equation (3*8) the expression

for the level shift valid in the perturbation theory limit,

i.e. when the shift is small. Expanding the function

пчах the point 9 « n , we find

While this result ie adequate onlj for small shift, it aoea

г*теаХ cne -
t
\jaexoiixvy that in the neighbourhood of the

point ft2.2. ~ ~ ЭР the level position drastically changes.

In the next Section it will be demonstrated that this is re-

dly the case. Неве the point ^^.2. ~ ~ % *l»
e
 rearrange-

ment of the protoniub spectrum will be shown to take place*



*• The Branch-poin Singularities of Multichannel

elt^enamplitudes and the spectrum rearrangement

The discussion of Che foregoing sections highlights soss

problems bearing on the most general properties of the multi-

channel eyetern spectra. Thus, the analysis of the experimen-

tal result С2 ] led ия to the conclusion that the set of para-

meters Q.0 and Q^ fitting the experimental data consists

of the two branches. On the pure рйеповепоlogical grounds it

«as shown thut both branches are physically neaningful. How»

етег the essence of this phenomenon remained obscure. In ad-

dition la the preceding section an assumption wee made that

in the vicinity of the point К so - ~ 32 the epectrum is

unstable, viz* small variations of Кээ
 r e s u l t a i n t Q e

complete rearrangement of the atoxic spectrum. In this con-

jecture is true one should relate such instability to some

general properties of the spectrum.

Let us first examine the problem of the spectrum rearran-

gement. A through study of this phenomenon in the one-chan-

nel system has been presented in Ref. [t-] • Aocarding to

[4j the rearrangement of the spectrum takes place when a

bound state emerges in the strong potential. At this moment

the scattering length is infinite. What happens is that the

binding energy of the 1S level increases rapidly and this

state becomes a nuclear one while the 2S level takes its

former position and so on. In papers £5,6j the rearrange -

menfc phenomenon ' was described in a model independent

way me.king use of the one-channel version of Eq. (3.6)

' As it was pointed out by the authors of Ref. [6 J the
rearrangement phenomenon was first described by
Ta.B.Zeldovich £23J .



ilpp U
e

The dependence V ~<f (f/&pp) t *hich is visualised in

Pig. 1 of Ref. [̂ 3 clearlj exhibits a «ell define* rearrange-

ment region in the vicinitjr ot the point d/d&p * 0. The

width of the rearrangement region ie governed by the email

parameters R-JCIQ, [ • ] •

The picture of the spectrum rearrangement in the real pp

atom ie at odds with the one presented above. Our starting

point will be again the simple model of Section 2. For simp-

licity we adopt the isotopic invariance of the strong inte -

raction and put c/L - /* • Equation (2«11) enable* to in-

vestigate the dependence of the positions of the atonic le-

vels on the scattering lengths C(Q and Q\ • In Fig. 2 we

present the dependence of the atomic level* energies on the

inverse scattering length +/Q-1 for different values of

the scattering length (XQ (due to the symmetry of the Eq.

(2*11) the dependence of E&p on i/C(
o
 le quite «imi-

lar). From Fig. 2 it is clear that the location of the re -

arrangement region is not determined by the condition IIQi*

a 0 (at this point a bound state is produced by the strong

potential). Both the position and the width of tin» rearran-

gement region depend on the value of the scattering length

Ci
0
 which enters as a parameter* In Fig. 3 ** «bow the de-

pendence of the atomic levels energies аров -1/#С aeeor -

ding to Eq. (2.9). Recall that (~oi) (*ee (2*1) ) 1* tee

uncoupled pp nuclear scattering length* Again we. see

that the rearrangement phenomenon is 1A sharp oomfcrast to

the one-channel situation. When channel coupling ie weak

16



tine rearrangement region is centered about ttxe point; -

= - 3P i nbereae lor etaoag Gbannel coupling one »aj

nate the two rearrangement regions located symmetrically with

respect to the point - 1/cC ~ ~ <£ . Ae for the point;

-V06 з 0 some reminiscence about the rearrangement

non nay be traced only for weak coupling when t2
0
 ^ tl

t
 ,

case &о= 6L± corresponds to degenerate nuclear levels with

1 = 0 and I s 1 and these two levels are simultaneously pro-

duced when 1/oC = 0 . However, the degeneracy of the nuclear

levels eeeae to be an unrealistic conjecture (see e.g. Hef.

[24J ). At any rate it is clear from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that

the problem of the protoniun spectrum rearrangeaextt should

be further investigated. An attempt in this direction is pre-

sented below.

We wish to treat the problem of the spectrum rearrange -

ment la the most general way making use of Eq. O»1) for the

scattering amplitude and without invoking any assumptions

about nuclear scattering lengths. The scattering amplitude

(3.1) is related to the S matrix by the following equation

Here the matrix If has the form

to о

Consider now the matrix t



Using the expression (3.1) for the scattering amplitude we

have

(4.6)

the function q la defined by Iq. (3.6). In the limit of

k
t
»d/a

a
 «• obtain o^ -•*,, f _, 1 and t - k *

1 /
^

«be **e*±x t may be diagenallsed by the tfaae ortbososai

traneforaatlon a* 8 • The eigenvalue* T of the matrix t

are related to the eigenvalue* -4̂  of the matrix 8 by

t
 Z« I + — . <••?)

The аЬоте eqaatione Iap3j that for a bonnd state ^j' — t »

«here tj i* one of the t-«*trix elgenTalues, while for

the continuous spectra», t: =• CM oj
 t

 «here o: are

eigenphases of the 8-aatrix related to the "physioal" phases

by an orthogonal transformation.

the eigenvalues £ ; are determined by the charaete-

rietle

With the Talues of the parameters which oharacteriBe the

system held fixed the eigenvalues t-i are the functions

of the energy, except for accidental degeneracies there is a

unique correspondence between валу channel bound states end

eigenvalues Tj . In addition to the singularities of the
9

18



S-matrix the eigenvalues ZI have branch points «here two

or more eigenvalues coincide. The importance of theее branch

points stem from the observation that in the neighbourhood of

these points the energy spectrum of the system undergoes rapid

variation duo to the effect siallarto the repulsion of degene-

rate levels in molecular systems '' • therefore the general

answer to the question "when do the multichannel eyeten spect-

rua is unstable" should be "The spectrum is onetable in the

neighborhood of the branch-points of the above defined elgen-

aaplitades". Very mathematical proof of this statement will

be given in a separate paper ' . What will be demonstrated

below is that the pp atoa spectrum rearrangement takes place

near the branch-points of the eigenvalues Tj •

How we return to equation (4.8) and froa equation (4.5)

we obtain

froa m rigorous point of riew th« Wigntr'e "no orosslne"
tb«orem is violated for the aultlchanikvl •yetwrnt For •
eye tea with no Coulomb interaction «&• •lewsraJ.u** V;

may have branch-pointa at tee threshold» cf aaca ohannal.
For a syetea with Couloab interaction is one of the ohan-
nela the branch-points will be located in thie pap*»*

Xha influence of the S-aatriz eigenvalues branch pointc
on the phase-shift* has been examined in M*t» [25"



for the scattering problee \<0 » t ~ ctu% • Then So,.

(4.8) may be written as

For a one-channel system ( К±у* О) thie readily yields the

eo-ealled quantum defect equation (26,8,9j , which relates

the Coulomb correction to the phase shift at zero energy to

the level shifts of the highly excited atoeLc states. One

writes

&

If m define the Coulomb correction the phase shift by the

relation Д (Ej = b — Ъц , where 0
w
 is the pure hadronia

phase shift, then we get for \Л\^ 1.

On the other hand, by virtue of (3*8) for

waiting as* of the asyaptotic for» (3*9) we hare

л сЦ л/к(оо) - ~ К
н
 (0),

«her* the quantity JU./n)= fl - V is called the

quantua defect of the 1ете1. From the eoaparison of (4.12)

with (4*13) it ie seen that

20



Equation (4.14) is known as the mala equation of the so-cal-

led quantum defect theory [26,8,9] •

Ve «ill sow turn to the problem of the bound states,, res-

tricting our considerations at this time to the approximation

Kit з const. Let ue introduce the following definitions

In th» bound state energy region we have

л

Then the equation det (t - Z i ) • 0 takes the fora

(4.7) it follows that the «nwe? levels are determi-

ned by the condition Г a i , !••• by £ * 0. Putting

this Into (4.1?) we obtain



It should come as no surprise that this result coincides with

(5.8). ?or nuclear levels ($ &. i ) equation Of.17) becomes

symmetric with respect to pp and nn channels:

Prom the equation (4.17) we get for the eigenvalues

5
-

The branca-points occur at 5Z) s 0 and 2) = oo . We shall

investigate which are the values of Кц and V corres-

ponding to these points. As a first step it will be proved

that the branch-points at V) = 0 do not belong to the bound

state spectrum of our system. One readily finds that the two

conditions He T> з 0, 1/71*1) з О are equivalent to the fol-

lowing set of equations

' 4 i i < • • * >

or, alterna

22



Ivldently, these conditions are compatible with the equa-

tion M
u
 M^ * К* °*Ь if M

1 1
 . M

2 2
 = КЦ

2
 . 0, i,e.

la the extreme ease of. the onooupled channelsj

tor £,2 ^ 0 it is of interest to determine which point* of

tli* spectrum are the nearest to the branch-points & • 0*

In faot, the spectrum should feel the influence of the near-

by singularities. She function <2) depends on sereral Vari-

ables

.**>*).

Ihe two conditions (4.20) or (4*21) enables to investigate

the positions of the points 2) • 0 with respect to two rari-

ables, while the other two variables should be considered as

fixed parameters. We shall looallss the zeroes of & with .

respect to AC» tBaA ^ taking Ktt and K/JL am

fixed parameters» For the highly exolted levels ( У » 1) It

is permissible to use the formula (5.9) for <P(v) and then

the system (4*20) or (4.21) may be solved analytically. Com-

parison with the nuBerlcal calculations showpthat this is a

fair approximation even for the ground state. In the atomic

energy region the dependence of '36 on У may be negleo-

ted and put 9« » 7<2/**' • Making a substitution i - tg ^

and using (3*9) we may obtain froa (4.20) or (4*21) the fol-

lowing equation

In the present paper we consider only zeroes of Jb cor-
responding to the real values of energy. The funotion
£ also has seroes for complex v , and under oer-

taia oonditions the letters may occur close to the phy-
sical region.



Vs

Рог the system (4.20) this equation should be eapplemented by

the following condition which give» the loci of the branch-

-points with respect to the variable V

The analogous condition for the system (4.21) is

We expect that the rearrangement should occur in the vi-

cinity of the point ^
A
 =• - эе

 f
 i.

e
,
 a
|;

 8 Ю а
ц

For /Mja \« Sot the equation (*.22) may be rewritten

in the following approximate form

Thie givee

When the uncoupled scattering length satisfies the conditi-

on l^uj~I<: °*Air , i .e. fK,,!'^ (5-7) f"» one

has

24
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Thue, in tli* region К~ = - dt the two branch-points of

the eigenvalues 4 are located; the distance between the*

ie 2 Кц (zjT I * (it is appropriate the recall here

the bifurcation of the rearrangement phenomenon with the chan-

nel coupling increasing, see Fig* 3)» Later we shall see that

this distance determines the width of the rearrangement regi-

on (for large K
I9L
 the distance between the zeroes of оЬ

increases, the energies of the bound states тагу rather

smoothly between the two zeroes and the tern "rearrangement**

becomes inadequate)* Within the sane approximation the looi

of zeroes in coordinate V are given by

From this, it follows that

The location of xeroes of & 1* shown in fig» *>• from this

picture it Is clear that la agreement with our conjecture

the energies of the levels тагу quickly In the neighborhood

of zeroaa of <£> •

Bow, we hare located the eigenvalues branch-points which

correspond to seroea of <£> • Xhese branch-points do not

belong to the spectrum of the system and therefore they do

not involve an interchange of the two eigenvalues. An unex-

pected property of the system with Coulomb interaction In
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one of the channels Is that the interchange of the two bran-

ches occur at the points <£)« oe> , Without Coulomb in-

teraction the point Sb = oo is located at the "unpby-

sical" values of paraneter»j ae. « ©*> or ^ . = 0 0 -,

Let us prove that at the point oU = 00 the inter -

change of the two branches takes place. Then our next s*ep

will be to obtain the position of the poirt <d — £» in

the plane of ^ , and V . It is readily seen that for

ЛГ t 0 the equation <2>(V
#
 Л^а} = о° bas the following solu-

tions belonging to the bound states spectrum of the eyetan

V =1,2,3,.... /С =-Эе. (4.3D

Consider now the limiting cases ^я
а
~"* - °° • One may ob~

uerve that if for ^ai ~~¥ + °° *ne solution corresponds

to the branch ^ = 0 , then for K» ~ —* — o*9 it corresponds

to I s 0 and vice verca. A detailed investigation of the

expression (4.19) for o</ shows that the solutions are dist-

ributed among the branches in the following ways

For Mu>0

•=• 0 w h e n

when

n = 0, 1, 2,



? 0 Г
 ^ЛХ * ° (

К
2г. *~ ~ де)**

 лея
* equations hold with

and ^ interchanged*

Thus, the rearrangement of the atomic speotrua with res-

pect* to the uncoupled scattering length K.* occur la

the vicinity of the point ^^X~~ ^ •
 A t
 this point' оОяекэ

and the two eigenvalues J . ere permuted. The effective

width of the rearrangement region is determined by the loca-

tion of zeroee of SO , viz. Л K
i3
y 2f

/SL
 (

ЛХ
/- K

t
Л

 z
 . Por

•trong channel coupling the distance between the two seroee

increases, the positions of the level» таг; rather smoothly

between the points c?) •» О and it is better to say that the-

re axe two rearrangement regions in the neighborhood of eaoh

•его»* By now the information about the рахате«ere K< • la

not available.

In the limit of infinity weak channel coupling the con-

dition ' K.. ~ — "ЭС has « transparent physical •ignifican-
f

ce. in this n»dt ao-Q±s &toi~x= -a. f <9A = t

In aero-range approximation the binding energy ot the level

In nn system is equal to £-. = /3.J*Q . At the point
Л Я ^

has &„я
т
 Д . Иш», the

u? level in nn eyetea la located Ju»t at the pp

threshold and It goes without «eying that this level cause*

a complete rearrangement of ttie protonlum spectrum. In the

same limit of the uncoupled channels the stateaant alao

bold* that the rearrangement of the protonlum spectrum at

the point K
H
 « 0 it/a. * 0} 1» due to the existence of

* nuclear pp level *>t the pp threshold. Unfortunately

for the real case K
fJ
. + 0 such simple arguments are quite

Inadequate and Inappropriate. Shen one should use the pre-

scription given above t the spectrum Is unstable In the



neighborhood of the eigenvalues branch-points. These branch-

-points may be projected on any of the variables К• at

will.

How we turn again to Fig, 1 which represents the regions

of the nuclear scattering lengths (Z
o
 and Q. fitting

the experimental data (1.2). Let us find the correspondence

between the branches O. =f(°,)
and fcoe

 points on the curve

fl^e/^,) • The dotted regions in Fig. 5 are those where

% г-9С (
eee
 (3*11) «в* (2.10) ), in the rest of the pla-

ne K^ > - 9t • The experl mental value of У s 1.146

^
3

liee within the interval uh+d * ^
0
+ ^^-

3

 % n
 = 0. Ac-

cording to (4.32) one of the branches £%> =. f (al) corres-

ponde entirely to the branch ^ whereas the other

branch Qo * f (Од J splits into parts belonging to diffe-

rent branches £ and _̂  _ . Therefore we see once more

that the two branches Qo - / (°x ) ^ ?iS» "1 bave equal

footing because the dynamics of the system implies that so-

lutions are distributed between the two branches ^ . ,

whereas the branches QQ = f (aj ) are blended together.

5. Ihe boos;,? Bound Stftl?e in HH SgsteB

The preceding discussion shows that if one takes se -

riously the epxerimental result (1.2) tnen at least one of

the two nuclear scattering lengths Cto or O^ should be

large* This invites the prediction that there exists a

looaly bound UN state. The existence of the nuclear-like

S-etate close to threshold (with the binding energy of the

order of 1 MeV) was first suggested in Ref. [27J is connec-

tion with the anomaly in p absorption from the atomic
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P-states Is liquid hydrogen.

In papers /5»6_/ the position of the nearthreshold nucle-

ar state has been determined making use of the oue-chaxmel

equation similar to (4*1) (in Ref• }6j the effective range

expansion for K,. wee used). It дав been claimed by the-

se authors that the experimental value Д £ ^ з 3 keV imp-

lies that the binding energy of the nuclear level Is g— 1

MeY. Also the rates of the radiative transitions to this le-

vel from the atomic П /° states has been calculated.

One would like to re-analyze the problem of the nearthre—

ahold nuclear state on the basis of equations (3.8) and (3*2)

In the effeotlve range approximation these equations contain

5 Independent parameters ( fC;-[£9j t R- , we assume

that R:- * S • • R,-; ) • The conclusion is clear-cut that it

is impossible to determine all these parameters using a sin-

gle experimental number A Ef~~ . As it was pointed out

in p*p15J the situation 1в involved even in the framework

of a simple model considered in Section 2 and in the appro-

ximation t/ ss ft * More than that, the experimental data

of Ref* /2j are compatible both the existence of one or two

nearthreshold nuclear levels b^.^J •

Even if we disregard the ambiguity in the choice of pa-

rameters there is a strong theoretical bias against the

possibility of a nodel-independent determination of the nuc-

lear level position. It is well-kuown that the effective ran-

ge approximation makes sense only if the particles spend

most of their time outside the region of the nuclear forces.

Alternately in case when the mean radius of the system <C^^>

becomes approximately the same as the range of the nuclear

forces, <"̂ >̂ <***/% 1 the properties of the bound state



start to depend on the shape of the nuclear potential. In

£6J the mean radiue of the nuclear state has been calculated

taking into account oi-Iy the pp component. In this case it

has Ъееп demonstrated in /6j that the equation

with 1С taken in the effective range approximation is re-

liable provided g ^ 1.5 MeV [&( . The true wave functi-

on of the nuclear state contains both pp and nn compo ~

nente. Their relative weights are given by (2.17) and (5.12)

and are of the same order of magnitude in a wide range of the

nuclear parameters. In order to estimate <C ̂ ^
h
r ** invo-

ke the zero-range approximation

У _

Then

- ^/j =1.25 MeV, then <^> .^1.6 fm.
ли

Let us take ^

Evidently the condition <f5̂ > _ » /^ i s violated in this

case. The effective range correction to
ft #1

about 25$ and does not alter the main conclusion: due to the

mass difference Д = 2.5 MeV between nn and pp thre-

sholds the properties of the nearthreshold nuclear-like sta-

te essentially depend on the choice of the nuclear potential.

Therefore the position of this level may be predicted from

the data on u £ only with large ambiguity, if at all.

The preceding arguments do not rule out the general qua-

litative prediction that there should be a nearthreshold le-
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Tel ia ЯН system (provided the experimental result (1*2) 1*

correct). In order to confirm the situation necessary, ae it

was pointed out by I•S.Shapiro, to search for the radiative

transitions between the atomic P states and the predicted

nuclear state.

the starting point of our investigation was the standard

equation for the lerel shift

It is apparent from the preceding discussion that this expres-

sion is almost useless for the description of the level shifts

in pp atom. Hba point is that on one hand this equation is

based on the assumption that the nuclear scattering length is

much smaller titan the protonium Bohr radlue. This supposition

is probably violated in UN interaction (at least in one of

the spin states). On the other hand it fails to represent

properly the isotoplc structure of 1П* Interaction, vis. the

coupling between pp and nn channels. The channel coup-

ling do have a marked influence on the protonium properties.

It is worthwhile to recapitulate a number of examples whloh

show at least chat the channel coupling has an Important

bearing on protonium properties.

1. The data on Л E „. are not enough to determine

the HI nuclear scattering lengths\ knowing Л £fg one Is

able to derive under certain assumptions specified in the

preceding sections only some bounds on HH scattering
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lengths.

2. The Interaction in no channel may drastically chan-

ge the spectrum of pp atom, via. there : • •» ''dangerous1* re-

gion of the uncoupled nn scattering length which correspoa

to the complete rearrangement of the protonium spectrum.

5. Disregarding what is the value of the nn scattering

length, the strong coupling between pp and nn channels

trill smooth (sometimes completely) the rearrangement phenome-

non in pp atom.

4. The data on A &,% do not allow to make qualitati

ve predictions about the position of the nuclear-like state

near threshold (and even to predict the number of states).

The investigation of the question under what conditions

the nn channel has a marked influence on protonium spect-

rum led to a discovery of an important role of the branch-

-po'ints of eigenamplitudes. The point is that the multichan-

nel system energy spectrum ie unstable in the neighborhood

of these points. This is a general conclusion which holds

for an arbitrary multichannel system.

As a final word, the study of the pp atom invokes ma-

ny questions of general importance. A new window on the

protoniua properties will be opened with the start of expe-

riments using a new facility for low energy antiproton ex-

periments (bKAR) at CERIT jjl .

The author wishes to thank I.S,Shapiro for several dis-

cussions and useful comments. The author would like to than)

A.E.Markuehin, A.E.Kudryavtsev, V.S.Popov and T.D.Mur for

illuminating discussions. I an grateful to Y.P.Kerbtkova

for the help in calculations.
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Pig. 1, Bounds on nuclear scattering lengths

iojposed bj the experiment jZJ ,

end
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fig, 2* ЧЭвл energies of tbe atoalo levels rersos the 1/д.

{ О• is the HH niielear ecattering leagth la leo-

trlplet state)
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»ig, 3» «h# energies of the atoaic

(••• Sq. (2.1) )
vereae -



Кгг И

„= O.ifm-
1

fig* 4. Protonio* epeetru* versus / C ^ • The ватке X

stand* for the seroea of o& , the points where

cd = Oo are Barked by О .



Fig. 5* *be correspondence between the branebee CL0*f fo

and the eigenvalues 5 + (see the text)*
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